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How do I find out more information about IMM3990

If you an any questions or not sure of something, the unit 
coordinator is the best person to talk to.

§ Unit coordinator for IMM3990 is A/P Mark Wright
– Mark.wright@monash.edu

§ Handbook
– http://www.monash.edu.au/pubs/2017handbooks/units/IMM3990.

html
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What is IMM3990?

§ IMM3990 is a 6-point unit that can be taken as part of 
your science major or as an elective

§ The contact hours for IMM3990 are spent in a research 
laboratory, under the supervision of the lab head and/or 
senior lab member or as self-directed learning

§ The number of hours dedicated to this unit is the same 
as other 6 point units and is approximately 12-15 
hrs/week
– This would include both in lab and self-directed activities

§ The timing of these hours is negotiated between the 
student and lab head.
– Most often, students will spend a whole day in the lab rather than 

blocks of a few hours over the week.
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Can I enroll in IMM3990 having only completed level 2 units.

The majority of students who undertake IMM3990 will have had some 
level 3 Immunology units. As such students tend to enroll in this unit in 
semester 2 of their level 3 year

But from 2018
§ Under some circumstances, student will be allowed to enroll in 

IMM3990 from 2nd year only
– ie without having completed some level 3 units as has been situation 

until this time.
– This will be at the discretion of the unit coordinator

§ Please seek advice from the unit coordinator if you are interested in 
undertaking IMM3990 only having completed level 2 units.
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Where can I do an IMM3990 projects and how can I find a project?

§ Projects are conducted in conjunction with research labs
– Students are not allocated to a lab and at some stage students 

will need to talk with the lab head to discuss details.
§ To find projects, students can:

– Contact the unit coordinator to indicate your interest 
§ There will be a list of projects/lab interests from labs who have 

indicated they are interested in taking IMM3990 students
– Search for projects on their own initiative

§ Find a lab with work that interests you
– This could be from previous lecturer, web sites, word of mouth ….

§ Contact the lab and indicate you are interested
§ Contact the unit coordinator (mark.wright@monash.edu) to indicate 

your interest and obtain advice
– .
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When should I start looking for a lab or project

§ Planning well ahead is a good idea to secure a place
– This will vary depending on which semester you are interested in

§ Anytime from April would would be good time
– Academics are often preoccupied until this time with grant writing 

and may not respond in a timely manner.
§ As with any limited resource, getting in early and locking 

in a lab is always a good idea and will remove last 
minute scrambling to find a project
– The ability for labs to take students is very fluid and will depend 

on what other activities or the lab structure
§ Not all labs will take students and the number of students is usually 

not more than one or two.
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How do you enroll in IMM3990

§ Enrollments in IMM3990 is a paper based 
enrollment
– You will not be able to enroll in this unit through a 

web based system 
§ You will need to complete an application form and 

permission to enroll forms

§ Until eligibility is confirmed
– May require marks from existing or previous units to be 

released
– Students should enroll in the unit they would have selected 

if they were enrolling in IMM3990
§ Eg. You have intended to enroll in  IMM3062
§ You may not be eligible to enroll in IMM3990 or advised 

not to complete
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What is the structure of IMM3990?

§ Students spend 12-15 hrs/week conducting a research 
project and self-directed learning
– There are no formal classes in IMM3990

§ Assessment components
– Literature review (10%)
– Two oral presentation (2 x10% = 20%)
– Final written report (50%)
– Lab participation (20%)

§ See the handbook for further details
– Synopsis
– Learning outcomes

§ Contact the unit coordinator
– For specific questions
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Who can enroll in IMM3990?

§ Any student with a strong interest in immunology but…
– Students would need to demonstrate an interest in immunology

§ This might include having completed some level 2 and/or level 3 
immunology units. 

– There is a lot self-direction and motivation required so this unit 
may not be for everyone

– Some student are better suited to the more structured practical 
units such as IMM3051 or IMM3062

§ There is an academic requirement to enroll in IMM3990
– Students should have a 70% average across most of their units
– For advice or further information, students should talk with the 

unit coordinator
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When can I complete IMM3990?

§ Level 3 students in semester 1 (2017) would consider 
completing this unit in semester 2 (2017)

§ This unit would take the place of our other practical 
based unit IMM3062.
– Students undertaking IMM3990 would be prohibited from taking 

IMM3062
§ Advice would be to take IMM3042 as the other IMM unit if students 

considering their major.
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Will I be disadvantaged if I don’t do IMM3990?

§ No
§ There is no reason to think you will not have a good 

learning experience if you do not complete IMM3990
– In fact, some students would benefit from not doing a 3990 unit
– Your unit coordinator is the best person to talk to regarding this 

and to seek advice 
§ IMM3990 is not a prerequisite for the honours year and 

the majority of hons students have not completed a 3990 
unit
– However, students who do undertake 3990 units do get a feel of 

what the honours year may be like
– If you are considering hons then completing a 3990 unit may 

provide some insights



IMM3990 projects: 2017 

Laboratory name:  B-cell differentiation 
Laboratory Head: A/Prof Menno C. van Zelm 
Laboratory location: AMREP, level 6 Burnet centre, 89 Commercial Rd, 3004 Melbourne  
Contact email:  menno.vanzelm@monash.edu  
Contact phone: 03 9903 0834 
 
Group research interests or projects(s) 
The research of our group is aimed to unravel the processes that underlie differentiation 
and selection decisions at important checkpoints in human B-cell differentiation. Whereas 
it is challenging to study human immunology, this approach will allow direct translation into 
patient care and diagnostics. To tackle the complexity of these basic and translational 
studies, we work closely together with multiple (inter)national collaborators. 
 
Current research lines include: 
1. Dissection of B-cell antigen receptor and T-cell co-stimulation signaling pathways in 

patients with primary immunodeficiencies  
2. Elucidating the involvement of B cells and plasma cells in granulomatous inflammation 

in patients with Crohn’s disease; 
3. The pathophysiology of IgE- and IgG4-expressing B cells in allergies, and how these 

are affected by immunotherapy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
References: 
M.A. Berkowska, J.J. Heeringa, E. Hajdarbegovic, M. van der Burg, H.B. Thio, P.M. van Hagen, L. 

Boon, A. Orfao, J.J.M. van Dongen, M.C. van Zelm (2014) Human IgE+ B cells are derived from 
T cell–dependent and T cell–independent pathways. J Allergy Clin Immunol. 134(3):688-697.e6 

W.M. Timmermans, J.A. van Laar, T.B. van der Houwen, L.S. Kamphuis, S.J. Bartol, K.H. Lam, 
R.J. Ouwendijk, M.P. Sparrow, P.R. Gibson, P.M. van Hagen, M.C. van Zelm (2016). B-cell 
Dysregulation in Crohn's Disease Is Partially Restored with Infliximab Therapy. PLoS One 
28;11(7):e0160103.	

	

B-cell differentiation immune response 



IMM3990 projects: 2017 

Laboratory Name: Leukocyte Signalling 

Laboratory Head: A/Prof Margaret Hibbs 

Laboratory location: Level 6 Burnet Tower, AMREP, Alfred Hospital 

Contact email: Margaret.Hibbs@monash.edu 

Contact phone: 9903-0921 

 

Group research interests or projects(s) 
The research team in the Leukocyte Signalling Lab studies one of Australia and the 

World’s most common and deadly lung diseases, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 

(COPD). While a major predisposing factor for COPD is smoking, other significant risks 

include exposure to environmental pollutants, anti-protease deficiency, chronic asthma 

and premature birth. In the lab we have developed novel hereditary animal models that 

spontaneously develop chronic lung inflammation that resembles the many facets of 

COPD, providing a unique opportunity for probing mechanisms underpinning lung and 

comorbid disease development. We have also recently established a model of chronic 

lung inflammation driven by neonatal exposure to high oxygen. Using these models as 

well as samples from patients with lung disease, we have developed novel lung 

immunophenotyping methods for identifying pathogenic signatures in mouse and human 

lungs (Duan et al, J Immunol 189(2):946-55, 2012), and we have identified new targets in 

lung disease. To expand on these new findings we are using compound gene 

manipulation technologies, cell transfer approaches, advanced flow cytometry procedures, 

gene profiling techniques, gene delivery methods and innovative imaging techniques. Our 

overall goal is to advance knowledge, earlier diagnosis and more effective treatment of 

COPD and other debilitating chronic lung diseases. 

 

Project 1: Targeting pathogenic mechanisms in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 

 

Project 2: Identifying immune mechanisms underlying lung and eye disorders of the 

neonate (in collaboration with the Retinopathy Lab) 

 

Project 3: Characterising pathogenic macrophages in chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease 

 

Project 4: Investigating mechanisms underling the asthma – COPD overlap syndrome 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

	



IMM3990 projects: 2017 

Laboratory Name: Innate Immunity Lab 
Laboratory Head: Dan Andrews 
Laboratory location: Department of Immunology and Pathology, Alfred 
Hospital, Commercial Road 
Contact email:  dan.andrews@monash.edu 
Contact phone: 99030642 
 
Group research interests or projects(s) 
 
The innate immunity lab is interested in immune populations including NK and gamma 

delta T cells. The primary focus of the laboratory is how external signals can regulate the 

development and activation of these cells and the consequences of these interactions to 

the control of infection and cancer. We use a wide range of laboratory techniques 

including flow cytometry, glycan analysis, molecular biology, protein chemistry and cell 

culture.  

 

Specific projects currently being investigated include: 
 

The control of NK and gamma delta T cells by class Ib MHC 

How do NFkB and PRMT family members control NK cell activation? 

What do mouse, rat and horse NK cells have in common? 

 

 

 
	



IMM3990 projects: 2017 

Laboratory Name: La Gruta Lab 
Laboratory Head: Nicole La Gruta 
Laboratory location: Department Biochemistry, Building 76, 19 Innovation 
Walk, Monash University, Clayton 
Contact email:  Nicole.la.gruta@monash.edu 
Contact phone: 99029182 
 
Group research interests or projects(s) 

Unravelling antiviral CTL response determinants 

My research program is focused on understanding the key drivers of CTL response 
magnitude and quality following viral infection. My research utilizes a range of cutting edge 
approaches, including tetramer-based magnetic enrichment, retroviral transduction, and 
single cell multiplexed RT-PCR analysis of TCR usage, to enable an unprecedented 
dissection of the relative contributions of naïve CTL precursor frequency and quality, and 
antigen abundance in dictating the highly reproducible virus-specific CTL response 
hierarchies. This work is relevant to the development of an improved understanding of 
optimal vaccine development/use, and potentially, for evolving strategies that minimize the 
emergence of untoward consequences, such as autoimmunity. 

The influence of thymic selection on virus-specific CD8+ T cell populations 

My research is also focused on how thymic development, and specifically positive and 
negative selection on peptide-MHC class I molecules, shapes the repertoire of virus-
specific CD8+ T cell precursors (CTLps) found in naïve (preimmune) individuals. It is clear 
that the frequency of naïve CTLps is highly reproducible between individuals sharing the 
same MHC alleles. Given that naive CTLp populations are a key determinant of the size 
and quality of the CTL response upon activation, my laboratory strives to understand how 
negative selection may limit virus specific CTLp repertoires and, conversely, how positive 
selection on self (vs non-self) MHCI optimizes virus-specific CTL responses in the 
periphery. 

Cellular and molecular analysis of ageing in CD8+ T cells 

Like many developed countries, the population of Australia is ageing; with 13.8% of the 
population currently over the age of 65 and predictions this will reach 19.9% by 2031, this 
increase is predicted to have a considerable effect on the cost to public health services. 
Aged individuals exhibit increased susceptibility to and severity of a variety of infections 
(including influenza), alongside waning vaccine efficacy rates, reflecting diminished 
adaptive responses to newly encountered pathogens. While ageing likely compromises a 
number of arms of the immune system, studies in mice and humans have demonstrated 
that intrinsic defects in CTL immunity are likely to contribute substantially to overall 
immune dysfunction in aged individuals. My laboratory aims to elucidate both age related 
CTL deficiencies and the mechanisms underlying them, addressing key aspects including 
TCR signalling, metabolism and epigenetics. This work will rigorously define basic 
immunological, epigenetic, and metabolic mechanisms restricting intrinsic CD8+T cell 
immunity in aged individuals. 

	



IMM3990 projects: 2017 

Laboratory Name: Laboratory of Mucosal Immunity and Inflammation 
Laboratory Head: Colby Zaph 
Laboratory location: 75/3, Clayton (15 Innovation Walk) 
Contact email:  colby.zaph@monash.edu 
Contact phone: 50783 
 
Group research interests or projects(s) 
 
 

Our research is focused on defining the cellular and molecular mechanisms associated 
with immunity and inflammation at mucosal sites such as the intestine and lungs. We are 
currently have projects that address two major areas: 1. Epigenetic regulation of T cell and 
innate lymphoid cell development and function; and, 2. The role of retinoic acid in T cell 
and innate lymphoid cell biology. 
 

1. Epigenetic regulation of T cell and innate lymphoid cell development and function. 
We have identified a critical role for the lysine methyltransferase G9a in lymphoid 
cell function (see Lehnertz (2010) J. Exp. Med. 207:915; Antignano (2014) J. Clin. 
Invest. 124:1945; Antignano (2016) J. Exp. Med. 213:1153). We are now extending 
these studies to examine how G9a controls gene expression and cell differentiation, 
as well as whether other epigenetic modifiers (MLL1, EED, DOT1L) also regulate 
lymphoid cell development and function. Using a combination of molecular (RNA-
Seq, ChIP-Seq, qPCR) and cellular (flow cytometry, ELISA) analyses, in 
combination with models of inflammation (lung or gut) and immunity (worms, 
bacteria and viruses), we will define the epigenetic pathways that regulate immune 
cell differentiation and function.  

 
2. The role of retinoic acid in T cell and innate lymphoid cell biology. 

Retinoic acid (RA) is a vitamin A derived metabolite that is critical for many aspects 
of mucosal immune responses. However, the molecular mechanisms that regulate 
RA signalling in immune cells are poorly defined. We have recently identified a 
transcription factor called Hypermethylated in cancer-1 (HIC1) that is induced by RA 
and controls intestinal immune homeostasis by controlling T cell and ILC function in 
the gut. We are now defining how HIC1 controls cellular differentiation and survival 
in health and disease. 

 
 

 

 

 
	



IMM3990 projects: 2017 

Laboratory Name: B cells and Antibody Memory Laboratory 

Laboratory Head: Kim Jacobson 

Laboratory location: 15 Innovation Walk, Clayton 

Contact email:  kim.jacobson@monash.edu 

Contact phone: 99029510 

 

Group research interests or projects(s) 
 

 

Human health and longevity is dependent on the ability of the immune system to clear the 

multitude of different foreign pathogens encountered over time. Vaccines exploit the ability 

of the immune system to provide heightened responses to a previously encountered 

pathogen – this is termed immune memory. Antibody-based vaccines are vital for 

population health, yet very little is known about the factors that are required for antibody 

memory. This is particularly important to study as HIV and malaria, infectious diseases that 

have a devastating effect on global health, have both evaded effective vaccine design. 

 

Our research studies the ability of the immune system to clear pathogens and form 

immunity through production of antibody and immune memory. In particular, our lab 

focuses on the epigenetic regulation during antibody responses and the formation of 

immunity. Our recent work provided evidence that histone modifiers are important for 

immune memory formation and function (Good-Jacobson et al., PNAS 2014). This project 

will investigate epigenetic complexes that produce high-quality memory cells but may also 

be subverted in disease. The research plan will use both immunological assays and 

molecular biology techniques to study how the immune system forms long-lived immunity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	



IMM3990 projects: 2017 

Laboratory Name: Centre for Innate Immunity and Infectious Diseases 

Laboratory Head: Prof Paul Hertzog 

Laboratory location: Hudson Institute of Medical Research, 27-31 Wright 

Street, Clayton (just 1.3 Kms from Clayton Campus and Clayton train station). 

Contact email: nicole.deweerd@hudson.org.au 

Contact phone: 8572 2731. 

 

 

Structural and functional characterization of type I interferon interactions with their 
receptors. 

 

The type I interferons (IFNs) are a family of proteins identified over 50 years ago by their 

ability to protect cells from viruses. We now know that they are much more than just anti-

viral proteins having roles in both innate and adaptive immunity, in tumor surveillance and 

defense, and modulation of immune cell function. The type I IFN family of cytokines has 20 

members, sharing 20 to 100% amino acid homology. Despite the fact that they can signal 

via the same receptor complex, differential gene responses are induced when cells are 

stimulated with different members of this cytokine family. Furthermore, certain members of 

this protein family, when dysregulated, can cause disease including severe inflammation - 

such as that seen in bacterial sepsis, or chronic inflammation - such as that observed for 

lupus. 

 

Your project will aim to understand the structure and function of the type I IFNs and how 

they engage their receptors to transmit different signals. Our projects use recombinant 

protein expression and purification, molecular biology (cloning, quantitative Real Time-

PCR), biochemical and biophysical techniques (including surface plasmon resonance) and 

cell-based assays (anti-viral and anti-proliferative assays) to better understand IFN 

structure and function. We also have protein crystallography projects in collaboration with 

the laboratory of Prof Jamie Rossjohn, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 

Monash University, Clayton. 

 

Our laboratory is a world-leader in studies of IFN biology, structure and function. Our work 

is published in leading scientific journals including Science, Nature Immunology and 

Journal of Biological Chemistry. The project will be located at the Hudson Institute of 

Medical Research (just 1.3 kms from Clayton campus and Clayton Train Station). The 

project will be supervised by Prof Paul Hertzog and Dr Nicky de Weerd in the Centre for 

Innate Immunity and Infectious Disease. Join a vibrant laboratory and our 5 other PhD, 

Honours and undergraduate students. 

 

Key words: Interferons, protein-protein interactions, host defence, immunology, 

biochemistry, innate immunity.  

 


